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Abstract— There are various choices for implementing back end technologies. This paper highlights the advantages of using 

Node.js as a back end tool for deploying web applications, and also points out the conditions in which it is most useful. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Today a number of scripting languages or technologies are available for server side processing and integration 

with the databases. These technologies have their advantages and disadvantages. This makes it difficult for 

developers to choose an appropriate server side environment for their projects development. Developers are unsure 

of which server side technology to choose. This paper analyses the advantages of Node.js versus other web 

technologies. There is a necessity that the website needs to be speedy in execution, versatile and distributed despite 

of expansive number of simultaneous clients. Node.js is one recent framework to implement the event model 

through the entire stack. Nodes architecture makes it simple to use as an expressive, functional language for server-

side programming that's is well known among developers.  

 

Node uses the JavaScript V8 engine, developed by Google, a quick and effective usage of JavaScript that helps 

Node accomplish top performance. Node.js, was first introduced in May 2009 by Ryan Dahl. When looking at the 

prevailing server side programming languages around 2009, Dahl felt that there was a problem with input and output 

(I/O), and the database processing at the back-end. Dahl observed that instead of waiting for the database to respond 

with a result set, that wastes millions of clock cycles, an application can proceed in non-blocking mode. The goal of 

Node.js was therefore set to provide an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that was lightweight and efficient. It 

allows the application to proceed its execution without wasting clock cycles thus making the application run faster. 

Node.js is primarily written in C, C++, and JavaScript and touts that it is a JavaScript runtime built on Google 

Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine. 

 

II. V8 ENGINE 
 

Since Node is built upon Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine it is good to get an understanding about what V8 is and 

how it operates. Chrome’s V8 is an engine for JavaScript built in C++ and is used for the Chrome browser. To 

achieve a similar performance like static languages such as its own host language C++ V8 was developed to increase 

the performance of the dynamic language JavaScript. For that V8 compiles JavaScript and is in charge of memory 

allocation and garbage collection. Because JavaScript is dynamically typed it is possible to modify properties of 

objects very easily without having strict syntactic or semantic rules which might be violated by doing so. For 

example a JavaScript object can be created with a given set of variables and functions. At runtime this very same 

object can be modified by adding additional variables or functions, without any errors. On the one hand, this 

approach makes it possible for developers to modify code on the go without worrying about type violations. But on 

the other hand it is slower to look up properties of objects. This is because a dynamic lookup is necessary every time 

the value needs to be retrieved from memory. 
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III. PROGRAMMING IN NODE.JS 
 

Node's I/O approach is strict: non concurrent collaborations aren't the exception; they're the standard. Each I/O 

operation will be taken care of by method for higher-request functions that is, functions taking functions as a 

parameter that detail what to do when there's something to do. In just uncommon circumstances have Node's 

developers included a convenience function that works synchronously for instance, for evacuating or renaming 

documents. Be that as it may, by and large, when operations that may require network or file I/O are invoked, 

control is quickly returned to the caller. 

 

 At the point when something fascinating happens for instance, if information gets to be accessible for reading 

from a network socket, a yield stream is prepared for composing, or a slip happens — the suitable get back to 

capacity is called. To get started with Node.js, a simple installer may be used to obtain the technology locally in 

order to start developing. The installation typically includes the node package manager as well any command line 

tools to get started with local server development. However, the installation package does not include any database 

management tools, but rather is left to the developer to choose freely which database system would be necessary to 

create their desired product. The code for creating a “Hello, World!” project in Node.js can be seen in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. “Hello World” for Node.js server program 

 

IV. NODE PACKAGE MANAGER 
 

The package management system, npm, is great. Instead of having to follow strict guidelines and formatting 

obligations (e.g. PHP’s PEAR), any person can put anything into npm. It is alike to the Android market. The huge 

collection of open sources libraries is available to the developer. It contains libraries for handling many common use 

cases (e.g. Form Validation, UI Libraries, etc.). NPM can manage packages that are local dependencies of a 

particular project, as well as globally-installed JavaScript tools.  

 

When used as a dependency manager for a local project, npm can install, in one command, all the dependencies 

of a project through the package.json file. In the package.json file, each dependency can specify a range of valid 

versions using the semantic versioning scheme, allowing developers to auto-update their packages while at the same 

time avoiding unwanted breaking changes. npm also provides version-bumping tools for developers to tag their 

packages with a particular version. npm also provides package-lock.json file which has the entry of the exact version 

used by the project after evaluating semantic versioning in package.json. 
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V. DATABASE CONNECTIVITY 
 

Node.js does not have support upon installation for any database. It does, however, inherit support from 

packages. All of the top five databases are supported by at least one or more package. The following packages are a 

few examples that provide support: oracleDB for Oracle, mysql for MySQL, mssql for Microsoft SQL Server, 

mongodb for MongoDB, and pg for PostgreSQL. 

 

VI. DEBUGGING 
 

While dynamic languages are to a great degree well known for fast improvement, they are likewise famously 

hard to troubleshoot underway situations. Notwithstanding being a relative newcomer, Node.js has officially created 

modern framework for both runtime investigations, frequently surpassing those of adult situations like Java. Such 

tools are getting to be progressively basic as the developing ubiquity of distributed computing frameworks. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

We have seen an overview of the various aspects of web development with Node.js. Node accomplishes its 

goals of supplying highly-scalable servers. It uses an exceedingly very quick JavaScript engine. It benefits an Event-

Driven design to hold code negligible and easy-to-read. All of these components lead to Node's yearned goal it's 

somewhat very simple to compose a massively-scalable solution. The community is very energetically quickly as 

needed, there are a lot of nice modules being understood, and this growing merchandise could be in your business 

inside a year. It is used to offer better combine with third party support libraries. Many third party programmers 

have developed plug-in for it, including adding file server support and MySQL support. 
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